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Urgent Notice 
Acceptance of Divine Inheritance 
of the MOST HIGH’s Chosen People

 
Is your spirit uneasy as we look at an overall view concerning the state of affairs associated with our 
people?  Do you feel that the more things change the more they stay the same, but with the reality that 
the black man worldwide, including the so-called African-American, has been and continues to be 
victimized by the system?  Our homes, families, our men, women, young and old, continue to fall victim to 
being destroyed financially, educationally, criminally, socially, medically, and morally just to name a few. 
We have no might, and no unity. These curses have been upon all our people, no matter where we have 
been enslaved throughout the world, which includes the first auctioning of slaves of almost 400 years ago 
in Old Point Comfort, Hampton then Jamestown, Virginia on August 19,1619.
 
It has been prophesied that we would be in a land and controlled by a strange Nation from afar, from 
across the whole earth, as swift as the eagle flies across the sky. This Nation will be given the ability to 
consume us daily; coming and going, from the cradle to the grave.
 
It is no coincidence that the symbol of Rome and even the US government is the eagle. This eagle is a 
scavenger that has fed on the carcasses of our people consuming our life force all the day long. We have 
been under these curses because of the disobedience of our forefathers, which the same disobedience 
we continue to perpetuate even unto this day. We have been weighed in the balance and found guilty as 
charged of being disobedient children. Are we willing to accept our faults? Are we willing to humble 
ourselves, repent, and come before our creator, the MOST HIGH our Power? The MOST HIGH is calling for us 
to humble ourselves and repent. Are we up to the challenge of repentance?  If we say yes, then all praise 
be to the MOST HIGH.
 
If we say yes, then welcome to the United Nation of Yisrael the covenant people of the MOST HIGH, those 
that are covered under the blood. If we say yes then it is time to take a stand. By taking that stand this 
means that our only allegiance is to our Nation, the Nation of Yisrael. This means this day, we forsake all 
other forms of government, citizenship, and hereby join in declaration that we are Yisrael.
 
The various worldwide systems of man that we have grown to depend on from birth have proven to be 
contrary to our wellbeing. It is time Yisreal to take a stand, therefore let us stand with our loins clothed in 
truth and righteousness, in dedication to the MOST HIGH and our people. I ask the question, "What do we 
have to lose?" The Truth is we have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
 
It is time to come out of modern day Babylon and Egypt. What part of that do we not hear, and what part 
of that do we not understand? We often say we are waiting on a deliverer, but the MOST HIGH is waiting on 
us to be obedient to his calling. We have a responsibility and it is time to be accountable to the 
commands of the Most High and come out of our allegiance with modern day Babylon and Egypt. When 
we repent then we are on the path of redemption, on the road less traveled, which is the only way out.
 
Oh Yisrael be strong and of good courage, and fear not, for we are called to serve the true and living 
Creator. Walk with your heads held high, for who can separate us from the love that our Father has for 
us? We are more than conquerors, we are Yisrael.
 
By signing this document, you are in complete dedication to the MOST HIGH our heavenly FATHER as HIS 
Covenant people. Signing is not to be taken lightly for your full dedication is required, just as our 
dedication was required when lead out of Egypt by Moshe “Moses”, which this signature is metaphorically 
the same as putting the blood over the door post so that the angel of death will Passover you.  Your 
actions are hereby witnessed before the MOST HIGH the GOD of Avraham, Yitshak (Isaac), and 
Ya’acov.(Jacob)

This Declaration of Acceptance of THE MOST HIGH’s government and Nation is officially, acknowledged. 

Print __________________________________Sign:________________________________________
      
Phone #_______________________________Email:________________________________________
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SWORN TESTIMONY OF DECLARATION
NAME CORRECTION, POLITICAL STATUS 

ETHNIC IDENTITY & COMMON LAW COPYRIGHT

NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT, NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL

Beit hereby, now and forever Declared, that this Declaration is given to all, as a testimony before the 
MOSTY ALMIGHTY  according to Torah (LAW), and by way of the mouth of the prophet, as it is 
written in the book of Isaiah 44: 1-6

1 Yet now hear, O Yacob my servant; and Yisrael, whom I have chosen: 2 Thus saith the 
 that made thee, and formed thee from the womb, which will help thee; Fear not, O 

Yacob, MY servant; and thou, Jeshurun, whom I have chosen. 3 For I will pour water upon 
him that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground: I will pour MY spirit upon thy seed, and 
MY blessing upon thine offspring: 4 And they shall spring up as among the grass, as 
willows by the water courses. 5 One shall say, I am the ALMIGHTY’S; and another shall call 
himself by the name of Yacob; and another shall subscribe with his hand unto 
the ALMIGHTY  , and surname himself by the name of Yisrael. 6 Thus saith 
the ALMIGHTY  the KING of Yisrael, and his redeemer the ALMIGHTY  of hosts; 
I am the first, and I am the last; and beside ME there is no POWER.

Name Correction
 
Now and forever, I the former _____________________________________ has corrected my name in 
this sworn declaration to ___________________________________________, as a nonnegotiable 
testimony in fact for all intent and purposes. I further declared that I 
___________________________________will no longer willfully be identified by any alteration of the 
name _________________________________ in any way, as some sort of legal fiction, corporation, in 
connection with being a citizen, resident, and/or resident agent of any nation, nation state, and or territory. 

Political Status

The ALMIGHTY  has declared my “Political Status” by the evidence of fact contained in Torah 
that I am a Hebrew of one of the 12 tribes of Yisrael, by way of Yisrael’s scattering before 70CE, byway of 
the Sub-Saharan, and Transatlantic slave trades. I __________________________________________ 
has the political status that is of a Dual National, None Citizen American National, and National of the 
Sovereign ALMIGHTY  of the United Nation of Yisrael.    

Ethnic Identity

I ______________________________________ “Ethnic Identity” is clearly established by , 
HIS Torah (LAW) and by the mouth of the prophets. The prophets of  spoke the word of  

, explicitly identifying HIS Covenant people, as Hebrews of the 12 Tribes of Yisrael. I being a 
descendant of Yisrael, by the evidence of my ancestors being scattered, removed, forcefully displaced 
from the land of their ancestors, which I myself continue to bear the afflictions by the hand of , 
ethnically identifies me as a descendent, being Yisrael. The covenant is between  and Yisrael, a 
nation of people redeemed from among men, as revealed to Avraham in the Torah, Genesis chapter 15, 
for the glory of .      

This Sworn Testimony of Declaration hereby revokes, rescinds makes void, cancels, dissolves all 
contracts, Identification that declares State Citizenship, any special Federal and/or State law(s), or the 
combination of the two, under the color of law as it once related to ______________________________, 
which my name is now corrected to be _________________________________________________. 
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My “Political Status” is hereby corrected, and “Ethnic Identity” is now clearly established and declared. As 
it pertains to any tax liability, social security number, licenses, jurisdiction, power of attorney with or 
without consent is also hereby dissolved. 

COMMON LAW COPYRIGHT

Although my name has been corrected, I further declare that this document also serves as a Common 
Law Copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, as it pertains to ______________________________________ 
as well as any and all derivatives, and variations in the spelling of said tradename/trade-
mark,_______________________________________.  Whereas I 
_____________________________________________, retain all rights to the usage of the 
_____________________________________________, and any unauthorized usage of 
______________________________________, those individuals in violation will be held liable in their 
unofficial, and/or nongovernmental capacity under Common Law, being subject to financial liability 
including and not limited to fines, fees, and/or liens.

I _________________________________________ retain the right to the usage of the name (Jake 
Name)_____________________________________, without any connection to any previous contractual 
obligation, unless I desire to reinstitute the previous contract, modification of the previous contract, or by a 
completely new contractual agreement with new terms.  

This Declaration stands as my only form of true identification, until otherwise notified, under the 
jurisdiction of Common Law, only in relation to Torah, which is the superior law of all law, being the law of 
the MOST HIGH ALMIGHTY . This declaration is made in peace, righteousness, by the word of 

, and by HIS spirit that is poured out upon our people. I am not a BIE “Black Identity Extremist” of 
any sort, for I am only exercising my right given by , as a descendent of the covenant people of 

, being a Hebrew of the 12 tribes of Yisrael.

_____________________________________     ______________________________________
Print (Hebrew Name)                                              Signature(Hebrew Name)

1. ___________________________________    2. _____________________________________ 
    Witness - Print                                                       Witness - Print          

    ___________________________________        _____________________________________
    Witness 1 Signature                                              Witness 2 Signature

____________________________________          _____________________________________
United Nation Of Yisrael – Private Notary                 Signature 

Date:_____________________
                                                                     

Questionnaire 

For the Long Form Urgent Notice

This questionnaire is comprised in connection with the Urgent Notice (Long 
Form), to establish a level of competency that further insures the understanding of 
those that complete the Urgent Notice as a declaration. Along with completing the 
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Urgent Notice, this questionnaire is a requirement to obtain the second level 
National Identification card for the United Nation of Yisrael upon request. 

After completion of the Urgent Notice this questionnaire, and any other 
requirements,  please follow the instructions on submitting these documents as part 
of the requirement to obtain your National Identification Card.

1. According to Isaiah 44:1-6, is the servant of the MOST HIGH an individual 
our a Nation? A Nation

2. What is the difference between name correction & name change? A name 
correction is a non-negotiable testimony in fact for all intent and purposes

3. According to the Urgent Notice in the section called Political Status, what is 
your political status that you are declaring? Dual National,  Non Citizen 
American National, National of the Sovereign Almighty  of the United 
Nation of Yisrael

4. What is your ethnic identity that you are now declaring? Hebrew of the 12 
tribes of Yisrael

5. According to this document, who and under what name is copyrighting the 
legal name that was on your birth certificate, drivers license, and or social security 
cards? You under the Jake name
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